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Abstract:
The purpose of this study is to focus on how children were graphically represented in warlike scenes, especially those who accompanied captives and prisoners of war and those related to the scenes of siege and exile in Mesopotamian art during the Neo-Assyrian period (911-612 B.C.). The study discussed examples of children's depictions in a warlike landscape in Neo-Assyrian art in the First Millennium BC. The reason for choosing this topic is to shed more light on the fact that homeless children are the most suffering people from the woes of war. It is noteworthy that children were generally represented less in the military and warlike scenes than daily life and civilian scenes possibly due to the unparalleled military expansion and superiority that characterized this time or because of the Assyrian artists' concern to depict captives of all ages to express their strength and superiority. The present study did not investigate all the representations of people and children who were taken as prisoners in the Neo-Assyrian period. Rather, it indicated the familiar situations of children with captives and prisoners in this period.

1. Introduction
Numerous studies have addressed the representation of childhood and motherhood in Mesopotamia. For example, Boudin, Rollin, and Mendelsohn focused on human motherhood or goddesses of childbirth and wifely. From the Neolithic period to the Neo-Assyrian period, the mother and the child were represented together in scenes, statuettes, cylindrical seals, and terracotta [1-3]. According to Melville, Veenhof and Eidem, Al-Hashem, and others, textual pieces of evidence tell about the condition of children with their families and the social function of women from the royal text and several letters in the Neo-Assyrian period [4-9]. Children appeared in warlike scenes of the Neo-Assyrian period in the first millennium B.C., accompanying prisoners. They also appeared in warfare, siege, and exile views. Pieces of evidence of such representation in the third and second millennia B.C. are still absent. It can be assumed that Assyrians wanted to express their political power by demonstrating the processions of their captives. They achieved their glorious control and outstanding military aggression from the beginning of the Neo-Assyrian period as their empire expanded to include most parts of the ancient near east [10-14]. This military superiority was reflected in their arts, especially in the implementation of sculptures, paintings, and inscriptions that decorated Assyrian palaces and temples. The arts were slightly influenced by the artistic styles of craftsmen who were brought from neighboring countries occupied by the Assyrians [10]. Several studies addressed the enemies of the Neo-Assyrian period, such as Collins and Mohamed [15,16]. Assyrians meant by representing and disp-
laying the processions of their captives and tribute payers of different countries to show their strength and superiority [15, 16]. In most cases, the Assyrian art tried hard to depict the features of faces and clothes of their enemies [16] to indicate their origins or roots. According to Albenda, some of the prisoners and captives appeared naked in scenes from the reign of Shalmaneser III (859-842 B.C.) and Sargon II (722-705 B.C.) [17]. Parker and Poo reported that the Assyrian attitude to captives was aggressive and cruel, showing the oral message of their power to others [18,19]. Some studies, e.g. Saleh and Abdullatif, examined the scenes of fighting and war generally and depicting the siege and the captive's processions or their positions compared with other contemporary civilizations [20,21]. Most of the other studies are interested in the Neo-Assyrian period, showing the textual and graphical evidence related to the Assyrian war and their captives, without focusing on portraying children, in particular [10,15-17]. The present study presents not only a survey of some graphical representation of children within warlike scenes but rather aims to highlight children's positions with prisoners of wars and captives as an important category of them within the timeframe of the study. It is noticeable that two terms are used commonly in this study, namely prisoners and captives. According to Oates, and Oates; Saggs, and Zaccagnini, these terms shared the same meaning in the Assyrian texts. They denoted the civilians who lost their freedom by the occupation of the Assyrians and became prisoners [22-24]. The present study uses the word captive to signify the loss of freedom by imprisonment. Therefore, the word prisoner comes next stage after the captivity. The third term used is deportees that mean people whose land was usurped by the Assyrians. Thus, they were deported outside their home.

2. Methodological Study

2.1. The Assyrian policy of deporting their enemies and its reflection on deported children

One of the most important ways used by the Assyrians to dispossess the throne of their enemy was to move them away from their homelands [25,26]. According to El-Saady and Haugberg, this phenomenon of deportation was achieved by many empires in the ancient near east, such as the Egyptian, Assyrian, and Babylonian [27,28]. Shahylat and Al-Hamadani and Oded argued that this strategy was well-known in the middle Assyrian period [29,30]. Tsakanyan reported that the first Assyrian king who practiced this policy widely was Tiglath-Pileser III (745-724 B.C.) [31]. He not only moved the people of Damascus and Samaria from their homelands but also resettled the Arabs instead in Samaria. The textual sources of his reign indicated the deportation of approximately eighty-seven hundred and fifty people described by texts as Assyrian people [32]. Moreover, Beckman and Salman argued that the Judeans of Samaria were the most people who suffered from dispossession by Assyrians [26,33]. The deportation of captives and sending them away to other cities were frequently depicted in Assyrian art [15]. The successors of Tiglath-Pileser III, such as king Sargon II (722-705 B.C.), adopted his policy [34-36]. Al-Aaraji and Al-Qaabi and Sarlo analysed the political and economic causes of this policy [37,38]. Politically, the Assyrians wanted to punish the rebel nations and weaken the center of resistance by deporting the important ethnic groups away from their homeland. It targeted senior officials and skilled craftsmen [37]. The most important economic reason was using the deportees as farmers or as soldiers [38]. The conditions of the deportee's families and their children have naturally been greatly affected by this policy. According to Saggs, [24] the letters from the record of the reign of Tiglath-Pileser III from Nimrud (ND2634) referred to the problem of feeding captured peoples who were deported from their homes after the war. One of his officials, named Ashur-Shallimanni, wrote a letter to draw attention to the need for grain and oil to feed six thousand prisoners of war to survive and recover [24]. Nadali analyzed some Assyrian documents and sources of the second half of the 7th century B.C. on feeding the people of Baqarru, which may be a settlement
where captives were collected. Baqarru letters were written over a long time of Sargon II [39]. Nadali reported that deportees were treated as a part of the booty and as goods among the Assyrian officials and soldiers. Both written and visual sources referred to the citizens of conquered territories as prisoners of war and sometimes as employed in Assyrian administrative works [39]. Zaccagnini examined other texts of Emar famine that happened after the siege of the Syrian town at Emar during the Ashurbanipal's siege of Babylonia. These remarkable texts showed that war forced people to sell their children to eat. The nine Nippur tablets explained how parents used to sympathize with Assyrian soldiers to sell their daughters or sons. One of the Assyrian letters told by a mother reads "My husband went away, my/our children were all babies and I did not have anyone who could feed them, therefore I have sold my daughter....and (thus) I could feed the (other) small children during the year of famine."[23]

2.2. Examples of children representations in warlike scenes in the Neo-Assyrian period (911-612 B.C.)

This section discusses some examples of the prisoners and deportees' scenes. It shows the most important situations of the children accompanying these scenes. The scenes were arranged according to the chronological order of the Assyrian kings in the Neo-Assyrian period.

2.2.1. A nude child among prisoners of war -the Bronze Gate of Balawat- the reign of Shalmaneser III (726-722 B.C.)

The victories of Shalmaneser III were represented on the bronze reliefs that decorated the wooden gates of a palace or a temple in Balawat, near modern Mosul, not far from the source of the Tigris [40]. One of these depictions shows a slow procession of women dressed in long garments, naked men, and one nude child. They were driven by an Assyrian soldier, fig. (1).

According to Bahrami [41] the concept of nudity in Mesopotamian art generally expressed fertility, death, and defeat. In the Neo-Assyrian period (883-612 B.C.), nudity in many representations of the male prisoners of war was shown when they were executed by impalement, decapitation, or fall in combat. Bahrami argued that the women and children were kept as slaves after war, and they were never treated in the same manner as the yoked nude male [41]. Albenda [17] discussed some examples of nude deportees and captives. She referred to the long rows of prisoners taken from Lachish after the successful campaign of king Sennacherib. Two nude male figures were stretched and lied on the ground for the act of flying, by the team of Assyrian soldiers. This scene was repeated on the relief of Sargon II [17]. As for the nudity of children in Mesopotamian art, there are two possibilities for explaining this depiction. First, it was a traditional sign of childhood, such as nudity representations in the ancient Near East. In Egypt, for example, children [42] were depicted playing outdoor or with their parents. Egyptian art continued to represent children without clothes before they reached puberty or slightly beyond [43]. In addition, the children captives in ancient Egypt were almost represented naked [44]. Second, the nudity of some captives of children in this article refers to the same meaning of psychological oppression and humiliation as the manner of captives' men. This assumption is supported by a nude child, fig. (1) whose head was represented down.

Figure (1) Shows a nude child among prisoners of war -The Bronze Gate of Balawat - the reign of Shalmaneser III (726-722 B.C.), (after Bahrani, 1993).
Maybe, he felt ashamed because of his male relatives who were stripped of their clothes, marching in front of him. Many nude children are shown in the following examples.

2.2.2. Cruel treatment of Arab children and women—the reign of Tiglath-Pileser III (745-724 B.C.)

The annals and inscriptions of Tiglath-Pileser III reported his campaigns to the Arabian Peninsula [45,46]. One of these inscriptions indicates the cruelty of the Assyrians in treating Arab women and children captives. It depicts an Assyrian warrior dragging an Arab woman (perhaps a queen). In the back, another woman is carrying a little child over her shoulder and catching another one [47], fig. (2).

Figure (2) Shows cruel treating of Arab children—The reign of Tiglath-Pileser III (745-724 B.C.) (after Reade, 1998)

2.2.3. Sending away Medes children on bullock carts—the reign of Tiglath-Pileser III (745-724 B.C.)

This scene was originally from room (15) in the central palace of Tiglath-Pileser III in Nimrud (ancient Kalhu). It was an alabaster wall panel relief, divided into three registers. It depicts Medes deportees’ groups who were deported from their homeland. The third register illustrates two bullock carts. Each cart carries two women and a little child, fig. (3-a,b). The captives are shown with their cattle moving toward the same direction. It is noticed that deportees were counted like their cattle by Assyrian scribes. This panel is displayed in the British Museum in London [25,48, 49].

Figure (3) Shows a, sending away Medes children on bullock carts; the reign of Tiglath-pileser III (745-724 B.C.) (after Ataç, 2010), b, details of the figure (after Reade, 1983)

2.2.4. A walking child and carrying baby suffering the post-war tragedy—the reign of Tiglath-Pileser III (745-724 B.C.)

This scene was also originally from the palace of Tiglath-Pileser III at Nimrud (ancient Kalhu). It represents a group of prisoners of war waiting for their doom after the occupation of their city. On the left-hand side of the scene, a palm tree has been pulled up from its roots to symbolize the Assyrian policy of destruction of the economic infrastructure of the place and achieving scorched policy of earth. This phenomenon of deportation was carried out by many empires in the ancient near east through ancient history, e.g. the Egyptian, Assyrian, and Babylonian. On the right-hand side, the king is sitting under his canopy and surrounded by his followers. On the left-hand side, a little naked boy walks with his father. The later carries his belongings on his shoulders. To his right, an exhausted woman was sitting on the ground. She was carrying her baby on her chest. Some women were depicted putting dirt on their heads to express the deep grief of losing their homes, fig. (4) [27,50].
Figure (4) Shows a walking child and carrying baby suffering the post-war tragedy - the reign of Tiglath-Pileser III (745-724 B.C.), (after Orthmann, 1975)

2.2.5. Children walking and riding-after the battle of Lachish-Sennacherib's reign (705-681 B.C.)

Lachish was one of the important campaigns in the reign of Sennacherib (705-681 B.C.). It took place in 701 B.C. in (Tell ed-Duweir or Tell Lachish) to the south of Palestine, map (1). The inscriptions in Hebrew on pottery pieces found in Tell-ed-Duweir indicated that this area was the city of Lachish, which Sennacherib seized [51]. The details of the battle were depicted originally on the walls of his southwest palace in Nineveh [50]. One of the scenes shows a great procession of Assyrian soldiers leading deportees after the battle through grapevines and oak trees in the countryside with the river. It shows children walking or riding with their captured families. Two women and a little child are carried on a bullock cart, while another child is walking between two men in the second row [52,53], fig. (5-a,b,c). The artists succeeded to simulate the structure of the place and the surrounding palms and trees [54]. Within these processions are shown two naked stretched men who were killed by Assyrian soldiers, fig. (5-a). These panels are now displayed in the British Museum in London [55]. The following scene depicts a captured enemy carrying a child on his shoulders, and the boy holds the head of his father. In front of them, two women are riding a donkey, fig. (5-d,e) [15,56].

Map (1) Ancient sites in Mesopotamia (dkhlak.com/about-assyria-and-empire/)
2.2.6. Child walking and drinking among Babylonian deported - Sennacherib's reign (705-681 B.C.)

A wall panel relief from the reign of Sennacherib originally from the southwest palace in Nineveh shows Babylonian deportees after the Assyrian occupation. A woman bents over a thirsty child to give him water from a bottle in her hand. The artists paid attention to details of the scenes of the palm trees, fig. (6). The panel is on display in the British Museum in London [55,56]. This scene can attest to the suffering of the children while being transferred from their home to another place.

2.2.7. Elamite children walking after the Till Tube campaign southwest of Iran-Ashurbanipal's reign (667-629 B.C.)

The king's victory over the Elamite army was represented originally on the thirty-second room of the southwest palace in Nineveh. According to Moortgat, this palace was constructed by Sennacherib, but it was completed in the reign of Ashurbanipal (667-629 B.C.) [56]. A wonderful landscape of the battle of Till-Tube on the river of Ulai, southwest of Iran depicted the events of this campaign, map (2). In the upper rows of the scene, children walk side by side with the processions of Elamite captives, fig. (7-a,b). All children in the two rows wear clothes, but two of them are naked. Children were mostly dressed up, except in cases in which they appeared naked, figs. (1, 4, 5-a,b,c,d,e). This panel is on display in the British Museum [56,57], fig. (7-b).
2.2.8. Children walking with Elamite deported - Ashurbanipal's reign (667-629 B.C.)

Another scene from the same place depicts the Assyrian campaign against Elamite. It shows king Ashurbanipal in his chariot overseeing the deportation of Elamites sent out from Susa. It shows a cart carrying two women [58]. In the middle row, an Assyrian pushes two prisoners in front, and a small child holds the hand of a man who may be his father, fig. (8-a,b) [59]. The captives wear long clothes and headbands, while the child is naked [59]. Cifarelli [60] thought that the nudity of war's prisoners is a tradition in Mesopotamian art. He assumed that this artistic phenomenon appeared in the art of Sumer and Akkad in the mid-third millennium B.C. Nudity in all Mesopotamian periods indicated death and mourning fig. (5-a). According to Cifarelli, the nudity of living prisoners is a type of psychological humiliation. Prisoners were stripped of their clothes, weapons, and possessions, fig. (1) [60]. This relief is on display in the Louvre Museum [59].

2.2.9. Elamite infants and toddlers were deportees from Hamanu - Assurbanipal's reign (667-629 B.C.)

Hamanu was a royal city of Elam in the Assyrian annals. The siege of Hamanu was represented originally in the northern palace of Assurbanipal at Nineveh. The group of Elamite prisoners was shown twice in the northern palace in the room (S, M) [61,62]. The Elamites deportees are represented carrying their children and belongings. Two
women are breastfeeding their infants while walking. In the back two men appear. One of them is carrying his son on his shoulders, the other turns his head towards the Assyrian soldier who pushes him forward and holds a stick, fig. (9). In this engraving, the artist hardly showed the hands of men while carrying bags over their shoulders [15].

2.2.10. Cruel treatment of Elamite children and women - Assurbanipal's reign (667-629 B.C.)

In the throne room of Ashurbanipal in the northwest palace at Nimrud (Kalkhu), a row of three women and a nude child were driven by an Assyrian soldier with strongly pushes. Some cattle were moving in the same direction, fig. (10). This panel is on display in the British Museum in London [49]. It shows that the women wear long garments, and everyone raises one or two hands to her head to express sadness and lamentation. It the same expression of sadness of women on the situation of death and the Egyptian funerary art [63].

2.2.11. A child descends to a boat during a siege of Elamite city - Assurbanipal's reign (667-629 B.C.)

A siege of Bit-Bunakki (one of the conquered Elamite cities) is represented originally in room (G) of the North palace at Nineveh. It is now in the Vatican Museum, fig. (11). This city was situated on a river in the Rashi mountain region, where the border of Assyria was close. It represented the actual moment of the siege of Bit-Bunakki [62]. The nature of the location is depicted with a realistic scene of a river and boats transporting Elamites prisoners. It can be noticed that an Elamite child descends to a boat. He is helped by a lady [62].

2.2.12. An Egyptian child on dad’s shoulders during the siege of an Egyptian city - Assurbanipal's reign (667-629 B.C.)

According to Spalinger and Kan, [63,64] Assyrians tried to conquer Egypt several times during the Neo-Assyrian period. The struggle between them continued with several Assyrian military campaigns and many Egyptian revolutions. The Assyrian siege of an Egyptian city was originally represented on limestone relief in the northern palace of Nineveh, ancient Tell Koyunjik North Iraq, map (1). It is now displayed in the British Museum [63,64]. Matthiae reports that the upper row of the scene depicts Assyrians trying to assault the city using three ladders. He argues that this city may be Thebes or Memphite [59]. In the middle register, Egyptian prisoners are depicted at the moment of being taken
by Assyrians, fig. (12-a,b) [59]. Moreover, a child is carried on dad's shoulders. Thus, a part of the father's body is hidden behind the child's leg, figs. (5-e, 12-b). It is worth noting that the physical features of Egyptian captives are depicted clearly. The Assyrian artist succeeded to represent the nature of the marine creatures in the Nile river on the edge of the scene.

Figure (12) Shows a. Egyptian deportees: A child on dad's shoulders during the siege of an Egyptian city- Assurbanipal's reign (dreamstime.com/London-united-kingdom-assy.-clay-tablet.), b. detail of details of fig. 12-a (after Matthiae 1999)

2.2.13. Prisoner children receiving meals after the war of the Syrian city of "Emar" - Assurbanipal's reign (667-629 B.C.)

In spite of the curly Assyrian treatment of their captives, some scenes show the Assyrians feeding prisoners after wars. According to Matthiae, [59] one of these scenes was found originally on rooms (T,V) in the northern palace of Nineveh, ancient Tell Kouyunjik of Assurbanipal, fig. (13). They are shown offering meals to a group of people of Emar accompanying children. A woman bends over a thirsty child to give him water from a bottle in her hand [59,65]. Adamthwaite, Hallo, and Goetze [66-68] thought that the texts of Emar (modern Tell Meskene-Quadime) proved that it was fallen under the Hittite rule during the Late Bronze Age. Emar is located in the north of Syria and was cited as a great city-stop on the way to Aleppo and Qatna in the west, map (1) [66-68]. Yamada discussed the Assyrian military against Emar, as a Hittitian city, in the reign of Tukulti-Ninurta I in the Middle Assyrian Period. Yamada called their citizens (Emaro-Hittites) people [69]. Nadali and Zaccagnini examined the texts of war and famine in Emar during the Neo-Assyrian period, especially in Assurbanipal's siege, and its terrible effect on the prisoners. Some prisoners had to sell their children to feed the rest of their children [22,23,39].

Figure (13) Shows prisoner children receiving meals after the war of the Syrian city of "Emar" Assurbanipal's reign (667-629 B.C.) (after Matthiae 1999)

3. Results

The aforementioned scenes illustrate the graphical representation of children in the Neo-Assyrian period in the following situations, table (1): a) An infant is breastfed by his mother, fig (9). b) The toddlers are carried on the shoulders of one of the parents. They are still unable to walk or they can hardly walk few steps. Therefore, they are carried on the father’s shoulders or the mother’s chest, fig (4, 5-c,e, 9, 12-a,b). c) Children are riding a donkey or a bullock cart with mothers, fig (3-a,b, 5-a, b,c, 12-a,b). d) Children are walking, fig (1, 2, 4, 5-a,b,d,e, 6, 7-a,b 8-a,b) in most of the studied scenes. Children are represented
under ten before puberty. e) Children are taken among the detained prisoners and provided meals similar to the adult prisoners, fig (13). f) Children are given water by a woman as a realistic depiction to show the suffering while they are being transferred from their home to another place, fig (6, 13). g) A child is descending a boat during his departure from home, fig (11).

Table (1) the most important positions of children in warlike scenes in the Neo-Assyrian period

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Positions</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Figures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>An infant is breastfed by his mother</td>
<td>Assurbanipal's reign (667-629 B.C.)</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>A toddler is carried on the shoulders.</td>
<td>Sennacherib's reign (705-681 B.C.) Assurbanipal's reign (667-629 B.C.)</td>
<td>4, 5-c,e, 9, 12-ab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>A child is riding a donkey or a bullock cart with his mother.</td>
<td>Tiglath-Pileser III's reign (745-724 B.C.) Sennacherib's reign (705-681 B.C.) Assurbanipal's reign (667-629 B.C.)</td>
<td>3-a,b, 5-a,b,c, 12-a,b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>A child is walking.</td>
<td>Tiglath-Pileser III's reign (745-724 B.C.) Sennacherib's reign (705-681 B.C.)</td>
<td>1, 2, 4, 5-a,b,d,e, 6, 7-a,b, 8-a,b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Children are taken among the detained prisoners and provided meals.</td>
<td>Assurbanipal's reign (667-629 B.C.)</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>A child is given water by a woman.</td>
<td>Sennacherib's reign (705-681 B.C.)</td>
<td>6, 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>A child is descending a boat during his departure from home</td>
<td>Assurbanipal's reign (667-629 B.C.)</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Discussion

Some Assyrian sources described how kings cruelly treated the prisoners of war, such as skinning them alive to death [58,70]. They frequently used this method against antagonists who opposed the authority and struggled all the way through. Exile punishment was mostly applied against those who showed a lesser degree of defiance against the Assyrian authorities or showed surrender. The captive's family was taken into captivity and his personal properties were confiscated. Even the personal properties were taken away to be divided as a booty between Assyrian rulers and soldiers; this in fact affected the social status of the children and deprived them of freedom [70,71]. The Assyrian policy of deportation naturally affected the conditions of the deportee's families and their children. Sometimes, the food was not enough for all deportees. According to Saggs, the records of the reign of Tiglath-Pileser III from Nimrūd (ND 2634) referred to the problem of feeding captured peoples who were deported from their homes after the war. One of his officials named Ashur-Shallimanni wrote a letter to draw attention to the need for grain and oil to feed 6000 prisoners of war to survive and recover [24]. Despite the continued application of the exile and deportation policy against the prisoners of war during the Neo-Assyrian period, it seems that they received some health care, perhaps for practical purposes not for humanitarian reasons. It can be concluded that Assyrian care of their prisoners of war and captives was to keep them in good health to involve them in construction work and use them as skilled craftsmen or as farmers to achieve econ-
omic prosperity [72]. The texts from the reigns of "Samsu-iluna" (1750-1712 B.C.) and "Hamurabi" (1728-1712 B.C.) supported this idea. Both kings mentioned in their texts that they offered various kinds of meals for prisoners of war including meat, bread, and dates. This indicates that children who received the meals are also among the captives [59,70,73,74]. In other words, the care for deportees and prisoners of war in all ages, including children, was because of their economic value not for humanitarian reasons [68]. The textual evidence of famine after Ashurbanipal's siege of Syrian town at Emar showed parents selling their children to buy food [22,23]. The phenomenon of selling a family member began in the Old Babylonian Period in the second half of the second millennium B.C. It happened because of taxation and dry farming areas which led to famine. Emar documents and Assyrian texts illustrated the sum of payment (the prices) for the people being sold [22-24].

5. Conclusions

The present study concludes, the following points: *) In Mesopotamia, the examples of depicting children in civilian scenes and family in daily life are generally more than those depicted in warlike scenes related to prisoners of war, siege, and exile. *) The scenes of captives' processions were recognized in the Neo-Assyrian period in the first millennium BC. to reflect their strength and glory. *) The previous pictorial examples show that there are no fundamental differences in the representation of children, showing their ethnic roots through clothing or the like. Moreover, there is no difference in distinguishing their bodies and sizes. Children were represented smaller than the other persons in the figures. However, there is neither trait nor rule by which to know the nationality of the children represented. *) Children in captivity were represented under ten. The ages of the children of the prisoners, captives, and deportees in the Assyrian depictions included all phases of childhood. *) Children were dressed up. However, they appeared naked in many cases, fig. (1, 4, 5-a,b,c,d,e, 7-a,b, 8-a,b, 9, 10, 12-a,b). *) The nudity of children in Mesopotamian art can be explained by two possibilities. First, it was a traditional sign of childhood in other nations in the ancient near east, especially Egypt. Second, nudity gave the same meaning of psychological oppression and humiliation as the manner of captives' men, fig. (1, 5-a,b). *) The Assyrian cared for the captives to be in good health before reaching the working destinations due to their economic value not for humanitarian reasons. So, in some representations, it can be seen that the carriages were available to transfer women and children, fig. (3-a,b, 5-a,b), or even donkeys for riding, fig. (12-a,b). *) The exile and deportation punishment applied to all members of captives' families, women and children. Accordingly, children lost their freedom. The conditions of the deportee's families and children have been greatly affected by this policy. *) Some scenes attest to the suffering thirsty of the children while being transferred from their home to other places, fig. (6, 13).
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